Abstract-Routing in Opportunistic Networks, as a relatively young discipline, stiD lacks coherent, simple and valid bench marks. It is customary to use epidemic routing as performance benchmark for Opportunistic Networks. We identify and describe the current simulation practices that do not expose the shortcom ings of flooding as an upper bound. In this paper to provide a step towards a routing benchmark, which is flexible, provides results close to an upper bound, is simple to implement, and thus might be a candidate for a common benchmark. This new method caDed EPO 1 , does not sutTer from bottlenecks that limit the performance of epidemic flooding, even when bandwidth is scarce. Our analysis shows that networks are not sutTering from that much severe congestion as suggested by flooding and thus giving a better insight to the underlying network. of public transportation system can be predicted with high probability.
Questioning Flooding as a Routing Benchmark in Opportunistic Networks
presented by Jain, Fall and Patra [9] but deploys them in its own peculiar way. These subtle changes ensure that EPO will scale appropriately with small changes in available bandwidth.
Furthermore, we argue that as the networks in question are constituted from heterogeneous devices with huge variation in communication and storage capabilities, therefore its is not easy to ignore the resource aspect while benchmarking in such networks.
II. CURRENT TRENDS
Although, simulation is a powerful tool to analyze any phenomena and its side effects that are either not in our control or hard to repeat, the reliability of the results gathered are highly dependent on environments and parameter used to simulate. To understand opportunistic networks, traditionally, the underlying network is obtained from either real life traces or artificial network generator [ 11] that can be trusted to obtain real life compatible traces. In several cases, artificially gener ated networks [13] , [14] have supposition such as, bounded area, node count, node speed/velocity, node coverage area and a mobility model for the nodes [17] , [19] , [12] . Despite of the fact that these variables can be tuned to create dense or sparse networks, Islam and Waldvogel [8] We extracted different metrics such as contact waiting times, durations, frequencies to find traces of any regular patterns but none of the metrics analyzed helped us doing so. We used Principal Component Analysis PCA on the dissimilarity met rics mentioned above, expecting that the first few components accounting for most of the variability. The presence of strong components could be an evidence that the majority of nodes in the networks can be classified in a few categories as far as contact patterns are concerned. We considered only office timings i.e. 0900-1700 hrs for experimentation, assuming that variations during the office hours are bound to be lower than evening hours, and we performed PCA on all the above mentioned metrics, unfortunately without any hint of patterns as shown in Fig. 1 .
As stated earlier, to assume that all the participating nodes in 
A. Epidemic routing as benchmark
Given the myths about the performance of flooding in opportunistic networks, it has been customary to benchmark new protocols against flooding [19] , [12] , [14] . In all the cases, a protocol is declared to be a winner, efficient or better if it performs close to flooding. As discussed in section II, flooding is notorious for it's overheads pertaining to bandwidth and local storage consumption. We would like to present a few contradictory examples where flooding fails to perform as expected and thus loosing its credibility as an upper bound. Such scenarios shows that flooding can also fail miserably to perform given the simulation account for more realistic conditions and that we need to improve on our performance benchmarks.
Based on above arguments, we feel the need for a better benchmark for opportunistic networks that adapts to under lying network. Jain et al [9] have proposed several oracles based algorithms as depicted in Fig. 2 , starting from First Conceptual performance vs knowledge trade-off for different oracles. [9) Contact (FC) that has no knowledge to Linear Programming (LP) that utilizes the maximum knowledge including contact summary, local queuing, and traffic demand. [9] has also pre sented a modified Dijkstra's algorithm presented in Alg. 1 that computes a path given a time varying graph. This algorithm assumes availability of the whole time varying graph that is equivalent to knowing the future patterns of devices in an opportunistic network.
Q=Qb-{u}; propagatIOn or a given message message is propagated only on that particular shortest path that is good enough to transfer the the given message volume.
(ii)1t is also possible that there are several paths available but none of them is good enough to deliver the given message, at the same time their commutative throughput exceeds easily the requirements of the message. In this scenario, we propagate the message fragment on the first shortest path that is just big enough to be delivered by this path, and allocate the remaining fragment for the next shortest path. This fragmentation process continues until the whole message is delivered and if, in the end, there are still message fragment left undelivered with no more paths available, all the bandwidth consuming transactions made by earlier fragments are revoked. This algorithm practically utilizes such an s oracle that can foresee the commutative throughput of all the paths to any destination and propagation is attempted only when the whole message is deliverable, otherwise it is ignored.
Based on the two approached discussed above, we have implemented two different versions of the proposed bench mark, i.e. EPO and EPO-X, where both variations compute the shortest path using modified Dijkstra algorithm [9] . EPO, for a message of a given size, finds such a shortest path that is good enough to deliver the amount of bytes of the message. If such a path is not found, that message is discarded, otherwise the message is propagated to destination and the next message is not propagated till first message has reached it's destination.
Whereas, EPO-X, presented as Alg 2, not only finds the path to the destination but also determines how many bytes can the first shortest path deliver. The message size is reduced to the threshold that the first shortest path can deliver, and that fragmented message is delivered. EPO-X, then looks for the second shortest path to deliver the remaining fragment of the message and this process continues until the whole message is delivered. If it is not possible to deliver the whole message, all the transmission adjustments made for the earlier fragments of the current message are revoked. This step ensures that no unsuccessful transmission effects the delivery of the messages that are created later in time. Both EPOs, of course, have a greedy aspect such that they may sacrifice a vital link for a big message that is created later than a small message that happens to be using the same link. In our opinion, EPO is not only a better replacement for the upper bound, but will also deliver accurate information about the Network characteristics, such as contact frequencies, contact durations, number of paths, edge stability, etc.
III. SIMULATION SETUP
We have considered three different kinds of data sets, all of which have been obtained from CRAWDAD. The motivation behind choosing these three traces have been to have a broad spectrum between dense and sparse networks. Two of the data sets have been synthesized from reality mining project [7] from MIT spans on 16 Table I .
A. Simulated Strategies
We have simulated the following three routing strategies for the sake of comparison. Contacts Oracle [9] that can foresee the appearance of an opportunistic contact. Perfect oracle also utilizes the modified Dijkstra algorithm to find the shortest path, but it cannot ensure that the computed path will deliver the message. As soon as, a message is not able to be forwarded to next hop, path is recalculated.
IV, RESULTS DISCUSSION
When we analyze the two sets of results presented here in for high Fig EPO and EPO-X is more distinct with EPO-X being superior.
Although, EPO has performed better than flooding since it has not been able to find paths for several huge messages.
In contrast, EPO-X has exploited the cumulative available bandwidth through all the path to the destinations. It is interesting that if we compare performance of EPO-X in high and low bandwidth cases, the cumulative delivery ratio is somewhat similar. The only difference is the delay incurred by the messages as the buffer duration of messages has been long. The bigger the message is, the more round trips are needed to complete the full message transmission to the next hop. In the sparse case of MITBT, we notice the greedy nature of EPO as it has not performed better than Directed flooding.
The explanation is that a few larger messages that are delivered early on by EPO, have consumed the links that were pivotal for the delivery of some messages that are generated later.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a different approach to simulate flooding that emphasizes it's shortcoming by using Aspects, such as commutative throughput on the diameter of the network and identification of bottlenecks in clusters, will assist us to better understand such networks. In the future, our knowledge enhanced by these finding, will play an important role in developing suitable routing protocols.
